
Highly Tailored, 
Professionally Conducted, 

Team Development 
Workshops and Retreats 

As a doctor analyzes and renders a 
diagnosis, professionalism in the team 
learning and development industry is 
demonstrated by both the questions posed, 
and answers provided, in the preparation 
phase of considering a team exercise. Some 
key i s sue s to cons i der, and our 
recommended approach to structuring an 
off-site workshop as part of your 
organizational development plan, are: 

1. Share with us a couple of general and
specific objectives you have in mind for
this team exercise. What specific goals
do you have  in months-to-come that
will require high-performance teamwork
in order to achieve them?

2. Tell us about the make-up of your team: 
male/female ratio, age, nationalities, 
background, number of years with the
organization, fitness level and
management experience & background.

3. Have recent changes or conflicts within
the team caused you to consider a team
building retreat, or are you looking to
analyze, and tune-up an already
satisfactory engine? Who should
participate? Are there any key gaps in
the team’s performance that the off-site
workshop could be built around? And
what of your organization’s values? Can

THE SCIENCE OF SYNERGY: Here we are
engaging a team to actually experiment, test-
drive and accurately calculate to what degree 
their executives are capable of achieving 
synergy (1+1 = 3) when problem solving. 

ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE: Via
creative group exercises engage your team in 
‘pictorial-izing’ your present culture: “What is 
helping, what is hindering, where are our gaps 
and room for improvement and innovation?

TEAM & PERSONALITY PROFILE 
TOOLS TO ASSESS STRENGTHS & 
WEAKNESSES: Benefit from one of our
organizational assessment tools: DiSC, Myers 
Briggs, Kraybill Conflict or Change Curve. 

 they be used as a basis for all activities, or in some cases rolled-out during
 the workshop?  Whatever the case, it is imperative that all activities are
 directly related to intended objectives to ensure a positive ROLI. 

4. Pre-workshop team surveys are what we highly recommend and gladly
conduct for you with quick ‘survey monkey’ online questionnaires to all
your colleagues. It enables us to assess: levels of communication, both vertically
& horizontally, clarity of goals & roles, cross-functional  understanding, 
accountability at the mid-level, willingness to provide feedback and cross-cultural
effectiveness. Based on what we learn from both the quantitative and
qualitative data, benchmarks are set for post workshop follow-up, and we
ensure design of the off-site is based on the  ‘real issues as perceived by all’.

5. What has worked in the past at team retreats, and what hasn’t? What type
of learning activities fit with your organizational culture?

6. How experienced is your facilitator in designing original business
simulations, cases and creative challenges to suit the needs of your team, 
and be able to professionally de-brief all activities. Is he or she also fluent --
both linguistically, and culturally -- in both English and Thai?
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What caused the death of this

organization? Team Building CSI-style!
à la carte 

Driving & Dealing with 
Change 

Thai - Expat Cross-
Cultural 

Communication

Managing Conflict: We 
Can Choose Our 

Response to Conflict

Creativity & 
Innovation at Work

Team Profiling Tools: 
Myers Briggs, TKI, or 

DiSC Personal 
Communication Styles

Exploring & 
Establishing Our 

Mission, Vision and 
Values

Driving Performance 
by Building a Culture 

of Feedback

Pictured above is Rob Davies, Cross-Cultural Management’s

lead facilitator, and designer of customized team simulation

exercises delivered in his signature, experiential style. Here’s

what Rob has to say about his craft that he’s developed by

working with hundreds of East-West corporate teams: 

“I have a deep belief in the powerful individual and

organizational learnings that can result from engaging a team’s

members in a challenging and thoughtfully designed simulation

exercise. The classic cycle of experience, observation, 

conceptualization and experimentation can really come to life. 

Leaders and their teams have the opportunity to consider a

situation, take action, examine the consequences of actions, 

give and receive feedback, & then consider next steps. 

Frankly, I actually do question the value of ‘pure training’ in

terms of going offsite to be taught steps or ‘exposed to death-

by-power-point-presentation.’ Where’s the learning

transfer? And in terms of ROLI (Return on Learning

Investment), here at CCM, our experience has proven

that highly targeted and tailored facilitation for a team

experiencing challenges or dysfunction; well, this can

more than pay off. For example, our firm worked with an

eastern seaboard client in Thailand after its mid-level

team was reluctant (Kreng-Jai) to deliver expatriate

management some highly-time-sensitive bad news on

delays. The result was a disastrous $US 138,000 urgent air

freight bill to rectify the problem and deliver on time!

So I have come to learn that if I can facilitate a structured, 

engaging activity that appeals to everyone’s varied cultural

styles -- and multiple learning intelligences -- while also

serving as a compelling metaphor for the ‘real issues’

impeding performance back in the work place, then this can

genuinely add great value. 

I also have to ask myself is the exercise carefully prepared, 

will it ensure participation from all, and without fail, will it

beg the question from all: ‘So What?’ What’s the link

between ‘the workshop activities’ and how we transfer

learnings back to the reality of benefitting our business?

sample retreat
Breakdown of Topics Woven into a 2-Day Team Workshop

Innovation & Creativity38%

Personality-Style Type 34%

Post-Workshop Actions16%

Celebrating Diversity 6%

Pre-Survey Team Results4%

Ice Breaking 2%

.NUMBERS 

Number of 
Nationalities Who 

Have Participated in 
Our Workshops

79 
Staggering Number of 

Fortune 1,000 & 
Prestigious Multi-

national  
Organizations We 

Have Facilitated For

184 
Number of Training 

Hours Logged by Our 
Lead Facilitator

10,000



So who has both repeatedly 
& recently used our learning 

& development services?

Thai - European values and potential 
pitfalls at work explored via a 
creative participant-led photo 
marathon. Rich in ‘teachable 

moments’ and insightful de-briefs.

The Mosaic:  A clever 3-D glasses 

simulation tool to examine conflict 

whether it be cross-cultural, cross-

functional or inter-personal.  A CCM 

client favorite.

Results vs. Relationship
Orientation?

change 
equipped?

attention
to detail?

external
customer focus or

inward facing?

What’s 
Rewarded?

team 
assertiveness 

profile?

creativity &
Risk?

hierarchical
vs. flat?

Methods for Assessing Your Team’s DNA 

Meet our Cross-Cultural 
Management Team (from left 
to right): Rob (lead facilitator), 
Chantanee (client services & 
c o - f a c i l i t a t o r ) , U a - a re e 
(administration officer & 
training support),  and Santat 
( w o r k s h o p m e d i a & 
videographer)

.

2T Yongkiat Glass Building 5th 
Flr. Baromrachonanee Road 

Bangbumru, Bangplad Bangkok, 
Thailand 10700 

telephone: + 66 2881 8450 
facsimile: + 66 2881 8049 

email: 
chantanee@crossculmgmt.com 

www.crossculmgmt.com

.

“CCM’s facilitators were 
extremely professional, 
had custom tailored 
their materials to our 

needs and were able to 
make it fun for Thai 
participants.  The 
learning from this 

workshop has gone 
deep into our 

organizational psyche.”
- Ingredion

.

“I’ve been with the 
company for over 30 
years and I’ve never 

seen DiSC styles 
brought to life and 

made so enjoyable like 
this. The fact it could all 

then be linked to 
lessons on national 

culture as well, made 
the exercise so very 

valuable for our team.”
- Newly Wed Foods

Asia-Pacific

.

“You’ve been able to 
lead us through a very 

intensive day of learning 
that delivered on the 

team having a sense of 
urgency to implement 

the key change 
imperatives that our 

business requires. Thank 
you so much.”

- Johnson & Johnson

A Sampling of Our Repeat Clients




